Wolf Home Products® is an innovator in the building products industry. We’ve cultivated our 175 years of business experience into a total satisfaction guarantee. With our vast inventory of kitchen and bath, outdoor living and building products, we deliver your orders in a fraction of the time and ensure you get unparalleled value — when and where you need it. Wolf stands behind our service because, above all, Wolf stands behind you.

For a complete line of Wolf products, including these items and more, please visit our website.
RAILING AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING

The Best Views Start At The Edge

Railing is the finishing touch that brings an outdoor living space together. From a traditional look that replicates real wood to the sleek look of aluminum, Wolf offers a wide range of railing choices to fit every style and need.
WOLF DISTINCTION™ RAILING

Timeless Appeal. Modern Advantages.
Wolf Distinction Railing combines the perennial look of real painted wood with strong, low-maintenance materials that are proven to perform. Plus, thanks to innovative OptiBracket™ Technology you get a secure, seamless installation for a flawless finish.

**WOLF DISTINCTION RAILING FEATURES**

- Look of real wood without the maintenance
- Available in white
- Flat rail top holds beverages
- Helpful tools for easy installation - Assembly Blocks - Assembly Jig - Baluster Spacer
- Simple all-in-one kit (including 22.5°, 45°, flat and stair)
- Compatible with Wolf Outdoor Lighting (See pages 23-26 for more details)

**OPTIBRACKET TECHNOLOGY**

- One bracket does the work of four (connects 22.5°, 45°, flat and stair)
- Simplifies installation
- Supports 6' and 8' rail sections
- Hides out of view for a perfectly clean finish
Seamlessly Combines Simplicity, Versatility and Affordability.
Wolf Railing installs easily and provides both design and budget flexibility. Ultimately built to perform, our low-maintenance railing will maintain its good looks for years to come. Plus, its design and engineering give it the strength and durability to exceed both IRC and IBC Codes for residential and commercial applications.

**WOLF RAILING FEATURES**
- Rigid and durable aluminum-reinforced vinyl with TiO2 UV inhibitors
- Low maintenance — never paint, stain or seal again
- Concealed fastener brackets
- Rail kits include all fasteners and brackets
- All-in-one kits or balusters sold separately for less waste
- Available pre-routed for Deckorators® balusters
- Exceptionally strong and durable
- 100% recyclable
- Lifetime Limited Warranty
- ICC code approved for both residential and commercial - ESR-3415
- Compatible with Wolf Outdoor Lighting
  (See pages 23–26 for more details)

**STYLES**
Available in 4’, 5’, 6’, 8’ and 10’ sections. Pre-routed for vinyl, Deckorators or other aluminum balusters.

**WOLF RAILING: TRADITIONAL**
- Round Classic Baluster
- Square Value Baluster

**WOLF RAILING: DESIGNER**

**BALUSTER OPTIONS**
A variety of baluster options provide a range of looks from classic to contemporary.

**VALUE SERIES**
Top and bottom rails pre-routed with square holes for Colonial and Square vinyl balusters

**CLASSIC SERIES**
Top and bottom rails pre-routed with round holes for Deckorators and other aluminum balusters

**DELUXE SERIES**
Unrouted for endless design possibilities, including Scenic Clear View Glass and Deckorators Classic, Baroque* and Arc**

**SPECIALTY BALUSTERS**
For that one-of-a-kind look, specialty balusters—including acrylic panel, 4-inch glass, and black square aluminum—make a bold, unique statement.

*Baroque available in Bronze and White
**Arc available in Bronze and Black. Balusters shown are for example only — not all available styles or rail/baluster combinations are shown.
VERSATILITY

With so many design options, the possibilities are virtually endless.

WOLF RAILING COLOR OPTIONS

- White
- Almond
- Khaki
- Mocha Walnut
- Earl Grey
- Green Teak

GATES AND HARDWARE

With an innovative concealed fastening system, there are no exposed fasteners, giving a clean, sleek appearance.
RAIL BRACKETS AND MOUNTING HARDWARE

All the right bracket and hardware configurations to keep every design fastened and secure.

STANDARD BRACKETS

BRACKET ADAPTERS

STAIR BRACKETS

MULTI-ANGLE BRACKETS

POST CAPS

POST CAPS WITH OUTDOOR LIGHTING

POST TRIM

POST & POST SLEEVES

ANGLE WIZARD POST MOUNT AND HARDWARE

FINISHING TOUCHES

A full array of accessories help you complete your railing system with the exact look you want.

POST CAPS

New England Classic Cap

Federation Cap

External Pyramid Cap

POST CAPS WITH OUTDOOR LIGHTING

Ornamental Downward Low-Voltage Post Cap Light

(Shines Downward)

Ornamental Downward Low-Voltage Post Cap Light

(Shines Outward)

Ornamental Downward Low-Voltage Combo Post Cap Light

(Shines Downward and Outward)

POST TRIM

2-Piece Post Trim

1-Piece Post Trim

POST & POST SLEEVES

ANGLE WIZARD POST MOUNT AND HARDWARE

Colonial Structural Post

5 x 5 x 108"

Colonial Structural Post

4 x 4 x 120"

Colonial Structural Post

6 x 6 x 120"

Colonial Structural Post

4 x 4 x 39" and 54"

Wood Mount Hardware

Concrete Mount Hardware
WESTBURY ALUMINUM RAILING

Designed with Elegance.
Engineered for Strength.
WESTBURY TUSCANY (STYLE C10)

The Tuscany Series adds a touch of class with classic 2-rail designs. These designs are accented with a stylish top rail and 3/4" square or round balusters along with a variety of satin, textured, and multi-colored finishes, and a lifetime limited warranty. Featuring classic designs to warm your heart as you are greeted home.

WESTBURY TUSCANY SPECIFICATIONS

Railing Heights: 36", 42"
Railing Lengths: 4', 5', 6', 7', 8'
Stair Rail Lengths: 4', 5', 6', 7', 8'
C10 Baluster: 3/4" x 3/4"
Stylish Top Rail: 1-3/4" W x 1-3/8" T
Bottom Rail: 1-3/4" W x 1-1/4" T
Vinyl Insert Baluster Retainer (Top and Bottom Rails)
Bottom Rail Support: 7', 8'
Adjustable Gates: 36" W, 48" W, and 60" W Openings

A stylish 1-3/4" x 1-3/8" top rail combined with the 1-3/4" x 1-1/4" classic bottom rail creates a streamlined design sure to appeal to those with a touch of class.

POWDER COATING

DSI uses AAMA 2604-rated powder coating on all Westbury Aluminum Railing. Our PCI-4000 Certified Powder Coating process offers an uncompromising quality created by state-of-the-art technology. AAMA 2605 Powder Coating is also available as an option for your Westbury Aluminum Railing.

For color swatches and additional information, visit wolfhomeproducts.com.

WESTBURY VERTICABLE (STYLE C80)

VertiCable offers contemporary vertical cables and balusters providing an architectural style and virtually unobstructed views. All sections are factory assembled, tensioned, and shipped on pallets ready for quick installation. VertiCable hardware mirrors Westbury C-Series products, allowing consistent design, performance and configuration for the contractor or builder. VertiCable is available in 12 standard AAMA 2604-compliant powder-coated colors. Custom AAMA 2604 colors are available as special order. AAMA 2605 colors are all special order.

WESTBURY VERTICABLE SPECIFICATIONS

Section Heights: 36', 42'
Section Lengths: 4', 5', 6', 7', 8'
C80 Baluster: 5/8" round
Cable Spacing: 3" C/C
Stylish Top Rail: 1-3/4" W x 1-3/8" T
Bottom Rail: 1-3/4" W x 1-1/4" T
1/8" Stainless Steel Cable with Fasteners
Stair Sections Rack 29° - 40° with Standard Stair Mounts
Powder Coating
(See page 19 for more details)
WESTBURY SCREEnRAIL

Westbury ScreenRail is designed with the essential elements in mind. With a variety of designs, colors and textures, you have the power to decide what fits your home. Whether you are adding ScreenRail to the front of your home or to the deck in the back, Westbury ScreenRail can turn your home into a welcoming retreat.

WESTBURY SCREENRAIL SPECIFICATIONS

Railing Heights: 36", 42"
Railing Lengths: 4', 6', 8'
Rail Size: 2" W x 1-1/4" T
Baluster Size: 3/4" x 3/4"
Frame Rail Size: 2" W x 1-1/4" T
Frame Rail Lengths: 8-1/2', 12'
Post Size: 2" x 2"
Post Lengths: 8-1/2', 9-1/2', 11-1/2'
Door* Widths: 32", 36", 48"
Door* Height: 80"
Heavy-duty kick panel available

Powder Coating
(See page 19 for more details)

*Assembled universal door (right- or left-hand hinges) with heavy-duty frame (Outward Swing only).

For color swatches and additional information, visit wolfhomeproducts.com.

WESTBURY VERANDA (STYLE C70)

Veranda creates a phenomenal viewing area. The crystal-clear design incorporates full glass panels into the classic 2-rail design. Whether you have a view of land or water, Veranda gives you an open look with the security of full railing sections.

WESTBURY VERANDA SPECIFICATIONS

Railing Heights: 36", 42"
Railing Lengths: 4', 5', 6'
Stair Rail Lengths: Custom Ordered
Glass Panel: 1/4" Tempered Glass Standard
Standard Glass Panel Color: Clear
Special Order Colors: Bronze, Grey
Optional 3/8" Tempered Glass Rails Available
(3/8" Glass NOT Available Through DSI)
Stylish Top Rail: 1-3/4" W x 1-3/8" T
Bottom Rail: 1-3/4" W x 1-1/4" T
EPDM Gasket: Top and Bottom Rails
Welded Gates: 36" W, 48" W, and 60" W Openings
(Custom Sizes Available through Tech Services)

Powder Coating
(See page 19 for more details)

NOTE: Glass end spacing may vary if rails are cut down. All sections do not come out even on each end as shown above.

The stylish top rail and classic bottom rail securely hold glass panels in place.

WESTBURY: Veranda C70
WOLF OUTDOOR LIGHTING

Sun Goes Down, Sophistication Goes Up.

WOLF OUTDOOR LIGHTING: Side/Stair Light and Ornamental Low-Voltage Combo Post Cap Light
WOLF SERENITY: TROPICAL HARDWOODS Black Walnut/Amberwood
LOW-VOLTAGE LIGHTING, WIRING & TRANSFORMERS

WOLF OUTDOOR LIGHTING

Extend the hours of your outdoor spaces. Wolf Outdoor Lighting illuminates a number of decking areas — including on posts, on stairs, and under railings — with a welcoming glow.

WOLF OUTDOOR LIGHTING FEATURES

- Simple and Easy to Install
- Plug together wiring harness – no wires to cut
- Single power supply for all lights
- No need for an electrician or electrical permits

Compatible with Wolf Railing and Westbury Railing

Post Caps available in four sizes – 2", 2.5", 4", 4.25" - 2" and 2.5" - compatible with Westbury Railing - 4" - compatible with Wolf Rail and Westbury Railing - 4.25" - compatible with Wolf Distinction Railing

Highly Energy Efficient
- Low-Voltage DC Power Supply
- Dusk to Dawn light sensor - Available with remote dimmer switch

3,000 Kelvin (K) offers soft lighting for a subdued setting

Long Lasting
- Weather-resistant connectors and lights
- Long-lasting LEDs rated at 50,000 hours
- Housings are durable and UV stable

COLORS

White (WHT)
Black (BLK)
Textured Black (TBK)

ORNAMENTAL SIDE LIGHT
.4 Watts
( Available in white or black )
Product # 1752WHT
Product # 1752BLK
• Wolf Stock

SIDE/STAIR LIGHT - 2 COVERS
.4 Watts
( Available in white or black )
Product # 1598WHT
Product # 1598BLK
• Wolf Stock

WIRE HARNESS
(2') - Product # 1626
(3') - Product # 1627
(4') - Product # 1628
(5') - Product # 1629
• Wolf Stock

ORNAMENTAL DOWNWARD LOW-VOLTAGE POST CAP LIGHT
.8 Watts
( Shines Downward )
Product # 1744
• Wolf Stock

2 OUTPUT SPLITTER
Product # 1630
• Wolf Stock

2.5"
Product # 1745
Wolf Stock

5 OUTPUT SPLITTER
Product # 1631
• Wolf Stock

4"
Product # 1746
Wolf Stock

ORNAMENTAL LOW-VOLTAGE POST CAP LIGHT
.8 Watts
( Shines Outward )
Product # 1748
• Wolf Stock

3 UNDER RAIL LIGHT
.4 Watts
( Available in white or black )
Product # 1649WHT
Product # 1649BLK
• Wolf Stock

LED STRIP LIGHT
(68") - Product # 1686
(92") - Product # 1687
• Wolf Stock

4.25"
Product # 1693WHT
• Wolf Stock

U-CHANNEL FOR LED STRIP LIGHT
(68") - Product # 1738WHT
(92") - Product # 1738BLK
• Wolf Stock

50-WATT POWER SUPPLY
Product # 1590
• Wolf Stock

DIMMER FOR 12 WATT
Product # 1669
• Wolf Stock

WOLF OUTDOOR LIGHTING FEATURES

- Low-Voltage DC Power Supply
- Dusk to Dawn light sensor - Available with remote dimmer switch

3,000 Kelvin (K) offers soft lighting for a subdued setting

Long Lasting
- Weather-resistant connectors and lights
- Long-lasting LEDs rated at 50,000 hours
- Housings are durable and UV stable

COLORS

White (WHT)
Black (BLK)
Textured Black (TBK)

ORNAMENTAL LOW-VOLTAGE COMBO POST CAP LIGHT
1.6 Watts
( Shines Downward and Outward )
Product # 1762
• Wolf Stock

12 WATT POWER SUPPLY
Product # 1589
• Wolf Stock

3 UNDER RAIL LIGHT
.4 Watts
( Available in white or black )
Product # 1649WHT
Product # 1649BLK
• Wolf Stock

U-CHANNEL FOR LED STRIP LIGHT
(68") - Product # 1738WHT
(92") - Product # 1738BLK
• Wolf Stock

DIMMER FOR 12 WATT
Product # 1669
• Wolf Stock

WIRE HARNESS
(2') - Product # 1626
(3') - Product # 1627
(4') - Product # 1628
(5') - Product # 1629
• Wolf Stock

ORNAMENTAL LOW-VOLTAGE COMBO POST CAP LIGHT
1.6 Watts
( Shines Downward and Outward )
Product # 1762
• Wolf Stock

WOLF OUTDOOR LIGHTING FEATURES

- Simple and Easy to Install
- Plug together wiring harness – no wires to cut
- Single power supply for all lights
- No need for an electrician or electrical permits

Compatible with Wolf Railing and Westbury Railing

Post Caps available in four sizes – 2", 2.5", 4", 4.25" - 2" and 2.5" - compatible with Westbury Railing - 4" - compatible with Wolf Rail and Westbury Railing - 4.25" - compatible with Wolf Distinction Railing

Highly Energy Efficient
- Low-Voltage DC Power Supply
- Dusk to Dawn light sensor - Available with remote dimmer switch

3,000 Kelvin (K) offers soft lighting for a subdued setting

Long Lasting
- Weather-resistant connectors and lights
- Long-lasting LEDs rated at 50,000 hours
- Housings are durable and UV stable

COLORS

White (WHT)
Black (BLK)
Textured Black (TBK)

ORNAMENTAL SIDE LIGHT
.4 Watts
( Available in white or black )
Product # 1752WHT
Product # 1752BLK
• Wolf Stock

SIDE/STAIR LIGHT - 2 COVERS
.4 Watts
( Available in white or black )
Product # 1598WHT
Product # 1598BLK
• Wolf Stock

WIRE HARNESS
(2') - Product # 1626
(3') - Product # 1627
(4') - Product # 1628
(5') - Product # 1629
• Wolf Stock

ORNAMENTAL DOWNWARD LOW-VOLTAGE POST CAP LIGHT
.8 Watts
( Shines Downward )
Product # 1744
• Wolf Stock

2 OUTPUT SPLITTER
Product # 1630
• Wolf Stock

2.5"
Product # 1745
Wolf Stock

5 OUTPUT SPLITTER
Product # 1631
• Wolf Stock

4"
Product # 1746
Wolf Stock

ORNAMENTAL LOW-VOLTAGE POST CAP LIGHT
.8 Watts
( Shines Outward )
Product # 1748
• Wolf Stock

3 UNDER RAIL LIGHT
.4 Watts
( Available in white or black )
Product # 1649WHT
Product # 1649BLK
• Wolf Stock

LED STRIP LIGHT
(68") - Product # 1686
(92") - Product # 1687
• Wolf Stock

4.25"
Product # 1693WHT
• Wolf Stock

U-CHANNEL FOR LED STRIP LIGHT
(68") - Product # 1738WHT
(92") - Product # 1738BLK
• Wolf Stock

50-WATT POWER SUPPLY
Product # 1590
• Wolf Stock

DIMMER FOR 12 WATT
Product # 1669
• Wolf Stock

WOLF OUTDOOR LIGHTING FEATURES

- Simple and Easy to Install
- Plug together wiring harness – no wires to cut
- Single power supply for all lights
- No need for an electrician or electrical permits

Compatible with Wolf Railing and Westbury Railing

Post Caps available in four sizes – 2", 2.5", 4", 4.25" - 2" and 2.5" - compatible with Westbury Railing - 4" - compatible with Wolf Rail and Westbury Railing - 4.25" - compatible with Wolf Distinction Railing

Highly Energy Efficient
- Low-Voltage DC Power Supply
- Dusk to Dawn light sensor - Available with remote dimmer switch

3,000 Kelvin (K) offers soft lighting for a subdued setting

Long Lasting
- Weather-resistant connectors and lights
- Long-lasting LEDs rated at 50,000 hours
- Housings are durable and UV stable

COLORS

White (WHT)
Black (BLK)
Textured Black (TBK)

ORNAMENTAL SIDE LIGHT
.4 Watts
( Available in white or black )
Product # 1752WHT
Product # 1752BLK
• Wolf Stock

SIDE/STAIR LIGHT - 2 COVERS
.4 Watts
( Available in white or black )
Product # 1598WHT
Product # 1598BLK
• Wolf Stock

WIRE HARNESS
(2') - Product # 1626
(3') - Product # 1627
(4') - Product # 1628
(5') - Product # 1629
• Wolf Stock

ORNAMENTAL DOWNWARD LOW-VOLTAGE POST CAP LIGHT
.8 Watts
( Shines Downward )
Product # 1744
• Wolf Stock

2 OUTPUT SPLITTER
Product # 1630
• Wolf Stock

2.5"
Product # 1745
Wolf Stock

5 OUTPUT SPLITTER
Product # 1631
• Wolf Stock

4"
Product # 1746
Wolf Stock

ORNAMENTAL LOW-VOLTAGE POST CAP LIGHT
.8 Watts
( Shines Outward )
Product # 1748
• Wolf Stock

3 UNDER RAIL LIGHT
.4 Watts
( Available in white or black )
Product # 1649WHT
Product # 1649BLK
• Wolf Stock

LED STRIP LIGHT
(68") - Product # 1686
(92") - Product # 1687
• Wolf Stock

4.25"
Product # 1693WHT
• Wolf Stock

U-CHANNEL FOR LED STRIP LIGHT
(68") - Product # 1738WHT
(92") - Product # 1738BLK
• Wolf Stock

50-WATT POWER SUPPLY
Product # 1590
• Wolf Stock

DIMMER FOR 12 WATT
Product # 1669
• Wolf Stock
Our system provides all the components required to meet Americans with Disabilities Act standards. Compatible with Wolf Distinction Railing, Wolf Railing and Westbury Aluminum Railing.

**TYPICAL ADA RAILING COMPONENTS**

1. 1-3/8" Handrail
2. Internal Connector
3. Collar Rings (to cover splice)
4. 180° Elbow
5. Wall Return
6. Adjustable Elbow (90° - 180°)
7. 90° Elbow
8. Inside Corner Mount (attaches to post)
9. Internal End Cap
10. Wall Mount
11. Extended Wall Mount (for use with deck board rail)
12. Wall-End Mount

**WOLF STOCK COLORS**

- **White**
- **Textured Black**